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Introduction
This year, unfortunately, we had a great tragedy to face. Nigar Ahmad, one of the pioneers of
women’s rights movement in Pakistan and the founder of Aurat Foundation, passed away on
the 24th of February 2017, in Lahore. This colossal tragic loss left the organisation and social
and political activists in Pakistan and South Asia in deep shock and grief. Nigar Ahmad was a
friend, colleague, leader and a mentor for many and a great inspiration for at least two
generations of human rights and social activists for her relentless work for the women of this
country. Aurat Foundation has lost a passionate and devoted leader who stirred the
organisation till the very end. Nigar and Shahla Zia founded the Aurat Foundation in 1986,
and both touched the hearts and minds of thousands through their work. We lost Shahla Zia
in 2005. Nigar was able to positively affect the lives of women and men at all levels in
society. AF resolves to ensure that the purpose and the work of the organisation continues
with as much vigour, passion and commitment in the future. In that sense Nigar and her spirit
will forever live on.
This year brought about some revolutionary changes with respect to legislation for women’s
rights and minorities on national scale, such as: Criminal Law (Amendment) (Offense of
Rape) Act 2016; Criminal Law (Amendment) (offences in the name or pretext of honour) Act
2016; Prevention of Electronic Crimes act 2016 and; Hindu Marriage Act 2017.
As we celebrate the success of civil societies for crossing this milestone, Pakistan looks as
grim as ever when it comes to tolerance and freedom of speech as a young student of Mardan
city is brutally lynched by a mob for false accusation of committing blasphemy. This is just
one of the incidents that took place relative to this subject. Just six days later when the Prime
Minister supposedly took oath to pursue this and bring Mashal to justice, a similar attack was
carried out in the city of Sialkot against a ‘faith healer’ by three men storming into his house
and killing him.
Parallel and informal justice systems continued to undermine the rule of law and to issue
unjust “verdicts” that punished women and girls. In July, a village council in Multan district
ordered and carried out the rape of a teenage girl in “revenge” for a crime allegedly
committed by her brother. In August, the bodies of a teenage couple in Karachi were
exhumed to reveal evidence of electric shocks. The couple had been sentenced to death by
a jirga (tribal council). In September, a man in Peshawar city killed his two daughters
because he suspected they had boyfriends.
The 2016 law, which brought the penalties for so-called “honour” crimes in line with murder,
proved ineffective. The law, which provides for the death penalty, allows the judge to decide
whether the crime was “honour-based”. In some cases in 2017, the accused successfully
claimed another motive and was pardoned by the victim’s family under qisas and diyat laws,
which allow for “blood money” and forgiveness instead of punishment.
Nevertheless, hope is not lost. Aurat Foundation is more committed than ever and aims to
work harder to bring about peace and tolerance within the society. It might seem that the
times are unforgiving and cruel, but that only provides more reason and motivation to keep
ix

working towards the end goal; that is a tolerant Pakistan where everyone is considered and
treated equal.

Naeem Ahmed Mirza
Executive Director
Aurat Foundation
April 2018, Islamabad
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1. Law and Policy Reform
Keeping in line with the Constitution of Pakistan and our various international
commitments, Pakistan has shown some progress towards introducing pro-women
laws. These newly enacted laws are attempting to address discrimination and the
inequality gap between women and men. Aurat Foundation, since its inception, has
worked towards lobbying legislators towards progressive law. This includes firstly,
amending existing legal provisions that are discriminatory against women and girls
and secondly, to create new laws to address specific issues, which women in Pakistan
face. Examples of AF’s relentless campaigning have included the recognition of
“honour” crimes as specific crimes under the Penal Code. This was achieved in 2014.
In terms of domestic violence, AF’s hard work of drafting and lobbying saw results in
Sindh with the Sindh Domestic Violence Act 2013. One of AF’s major achievements
this year has been the Punjab Protection of Women against Violence Act 2016. Aurat
Foundation has been part of all stages of this law, including drafting and the various
consultative processes and the consistent lobbying of parliamentarians for the passage
of the Act. This law recognises domestic violence as an offence, with harsh
punishment for the offender. We look forward to its actual implementation and will
ensure to monitor it very closely.

1.1

Government asked to implement CEDAW and other international
conventions to end violence against women in Pakistan

Speakers at a public event on ending violence against women urged the government
to implement CEDAW and other international conventions to end violence against
women in Pakistan. They were invited at the launching ceremony of the Institutional
Capacity Strengthening of Women Development Department (ICSWDD) project on
11 August, 2016, at Rawalpindi Arts Council. The event was organized jointly by
Aurat Foundation, Oxfam Pakistan and Ahsas Foundation.
“Violence against women is on the rise every day, but we can control it. Although
civil society organisations are doing their best, but unless the government cooperate
and fulfil its responsibilities towards ensuring women’s rights, violence against
women would continue in one way or the other”, said Mr. Shafique Chaudhry,
Member National Commission on Human Rights (NCHR), and former Advisor to
Ministry of Human Rights. He stressed that that the government shall sincerely
implement the international conventions, which it has ratified over the years,
including CEDAW, in true spirit. While talking about the objectives of National
Commission on Human Rights (NCHR), he said that the NCHR is planning to
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introduce the preventive measures to end violence against women.
Mr. Sajid Mehmood, Associate Country Director Oxfam Pakistan, while speaking at
the launch, said that Oxfam GB is committed to ensuring women’s rights in Pakistan
through various programmes like Gender Justice Programme which is operating in 52
districts in Pakistan. Other programmes which directly or indirectly address women
and girls rights, include Economic Justice Programme, Disaster Risk Reduction
(DRR), Humanitarian Assistance, Governance and Girls Education Programme.
Ms. Khalida Perveen, SHO, Rawalpindi, said that women police is doing its best to
address the issue of violence against women. “We have established Women
Protection Desks and also developed an online system of FIR registration where
women can register complaints of violence against them”, she further said.
Ms. Sarkar Abbas, Advocate Supreme
Court of Pakistan, while appreciating
Aurat Foundation and civil society’s role
in ending violence against women
through legislation and policies, said that
the
government
shall
ensure
implementation
of
pro-women
legislation already passed in recent
years. She said that courts are always
there to do justice on the issues of
violence against women if approached
properly. She mentioned the acid throwing case of Zakia Begum, and a recent case of
rape of Shabana Riffat, where the culprits were sentenced to life imprisonment. Both
the cases were advocated by Ms. Sarkar Abbass, who have also been former member
of National Safety Commission, and District Public Safety Commission.
“Violence against women escalate manifold during times of conflicts, wars, terrorism
and dictatorship”, said Mr. Naeem Mirza, Executive Director, Aurat Foundation,
while speaking at the project launch. He was referring to suicide bombing and mass
shootouts in Pakistan like the Quetta carnage, the other day. While tracing the roots of
violence against women, he said that the ‘power and control’ is the only weapon
which men exploit to suppress women through violence. Violence against women is a
centuries’ old phenomenon, but the positive thing to celebrate today is that now there
are laws to protect women against violence and discrimination and empower them
politically and economically.
Referring to great philosophers
like Aristotle, who said that
women are mutilated part of men.
He praised women leaders like
Razia Sultana, Rani Jhansi, and
of recent times, great Mohtarma
Benazir Bhutto.
Ms. Mumtaz Mughul, Resident
Director, Aurat Foundation,
Punjab, said that through this
3

programme Aurat Foundation and Oxfam will work together with the district
governments and Women Leaders’ Group (WLG) to ensure the implementation of
100 plus women’s rights initiatives taken by the Government of Punjab. This project
is designed to make its working three districts (Kasur, Rawalpindi and Muzaffargarh)
as ‘Violence Free Districts’.
Earlier, Ms Shamaila Tanvir, National Programme Coordinator, Institutional Capacity
Strengthening of Women Development Department (ICSWDD) project of Aurat
Foundation, while sharing the salient features of the project, said that AF, in
collaboration with Oxfam GB, is striving to work closely with Women Development
Department, Government of Punjab, in developing their road map and enhance their
capacity in implementing 'Women Empowerment Package' of the Chief Minister in
Punjab which aims to achieve sustainable development through women empowerment
and gender justice. She said AF is currently working in three districts of Punjab i.e.
Kasur, Rawalpindi and Muzaffargarh to implement, monitor and evaluate women
empowerment initiatives to put collective efforts in making these districts ‘Violence
Free Districts’.
Mr. Shafique Chaudhry, Member NCHR, Mr. Sajid Mehmood, Associate Country
Director Oxfam, Ms. Khalida Perveen, SHO, Rawalpindi, Ms. Sarkar Abbas,
Advocate Supreme Court, Ms. Asma, Superintendent Dar-ul-Aman, Ms. Mumtaz
Mughul, Resident Director, Aurat Foundation, Ms. Razia Sultana and Ms. Riffat
Sultana, President and Secretary (respectively) Women Leaders Group Rawalpindi,
Mr. Younas Khalid, Chief Strategy and Policy Officer, Aurat Foundation, Mr. Asim
Malak, Director Outreach and Networking, Aurat Foundation, Ms. Saleema Muneer,
Programme Manager Oxfam, were presented shields for their services for women’s
rights.
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2. Capacity Building and Consultative Processes
Aurat Foundation’s continuous capacity building trainings and workshops are across
every project and reaches all spheres of the socio-economic groups with whom we
work. This includes extensive training of women community leaders as AF’s basic
ethos believes in strengthening local women leaders as agents of change. Further to
this our continuous engagement with the police and judiciary is considered imperative
and has been our focus in most of our projects, particularly LISTEN.AF considers
repeated and updated knowledge sharing to be of utmost importance for institutional
capacity building among state institutions which women are most likely to come into
contact with.
2.1

Workshop on Role and Achievements of Women Caucuses for
Pro-Women Legislative and Policy Reforms

Convener Women Parliamentary Caucus of Punjab Assembly, Ms. Kawal Nauaman
said that to ensure gender equality, protection of fundamental rights for women and to
put an end to social injustice on sustainable grounds, it would be mandatory to
enhance women’s meaningful participation in the democratic process and decisionmaking. She said this while addressing an experience sharing workshop at a local
hotel, Lahore, organized by Westminster Foundation for Democracy UK and Aurat
Foundation.
Chairperson Standing Committee on Gender Mainstreaming, Ms. Raheela Khadim
Hussain appreciated civil society’s efforts to build the capacity of women
parliamentary caucuses to raise women’s concerns and mainstream gender in the
Assembly business. She stressed that women caucuses should play their role to
oversee the implementation of laws and should also highlight the gender gaps related
to violence and socio-economic empowerment of citizens.
Ms. Shaza Fatima Khawaja, Member National Assembly, said that creation of women
and youth caucuses at the federal level has helped in developing pro-women
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legislative frameworks. She highlighted the importance of caucuses in strengthening
democracy and democratic institutions. She said that the women caucus at the federal
level is focusing on women entrepreneurship, skill development and job creation for
women in the economic CPEC project.
Ms. Nusrat Sahar Abbasi, MPA from Sindh Assembly highlighted the achievements
by the Sindh Assembly and said that women had worked hard to recognize their space
in the political arena. She also said that it is very important to create inter-provincial
linkages between women parliamentarians to enable learning best practices.
Ms. Shameela Aslam, General Secretary Caucuses, said that there are a number of
legislations have been passed so the major focus shall now be to ensure
implementation of pro-women legislation.
Ms. Rai Mumtaz Hussain Babar, Senior Secretary Punjab Assembly, said that the
assembly secretariat is providing research and legislative services to its members and
vows to provide his support for women caucuses. He appreciated the role of women
members during assembly business and highlighted that out of 36 private member
bills, women MPs moved 16. Moreover, out of 149 resolutions, 46 has been moved
by women MPs.
Dr. Farzana Nazeer, Ex. Convener Women Parliamentary Caucus, congratulated to
the new caucus and said she has high hopes to push the women legislative agenda for
the implementation of the Women Protection Act 2016, amendments in the Punjab
Child Marriage Restraint Act 2015 (increase the age of girl marriage), efforts to
increase women’s participation in sports, efforts for the establishment of health clubs
through specific budgetary allocations, trainings through communication skills, IT
training and inter provincial women parliamentarian exposure visits .
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Ali Imran, Country Representative, Westminster
Foundation for Democracy said that the Foundation is committed to strengthening the
parliamentary performances through awareness on post-devolution roles and
responsibilities of parliamentarians. He also highlighted the need and importance of
provincial-federal parliamentary relationships and understanding of parliamentary
procedures.
Ms. Mumtaz Mughal, Resident Director, Aurat Foundation said that the Foundation
shall provide technical assistance and support for strategic visioning of women
caucuses and provide legal backup to the caucuses. She stressed the role of women
caucuses in social development, women’s empowerment, protection and economic
justice.
The session was attended by over 100 parliamentarians, CSOs activists, government
institutions and media personnel including MPAs Dr. Nausheen Hamid, Ms. Sadia
Sohail, Ms. Nabeela Hakim, Ms. Tehseen Fawad, Ms. Gulnaz Shahzadi, Ms. Nighat
Sheikh, Ms. Zebunisa, Ms. Farzan Butt, Ms. Lubna Faisal, Ms. Shah Jahan, Ms.
Salma Butt, Ms Shahzadi Shamim, Ms. Rukhsana Kaukab and others. Speaking on
the occasion, participants highlighted the importance of the role of assembly in the
implementation of laws, strengthening the coordination among departments and
enhancing the monitoring mechanisms.
7
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3. Social Mobilisation and Citizens Engagement
Social mobilization is seen at AF asa means to motivate socio-economic sustainable
change by to bring awareness among people and ultimately for ordinary citizens to
demand and claim their rights. This is through engagement at all levels and the
decentralisation of policy and decision-making. Aurat Foundation has been involved
in engagement with ordinary citizens at all levels, concerning issues ranging from the
importance of obtaining national ID cards, awareness around pro-women laws,
women as voters and political participants and identifying women community leaders.

3.1

Institutional support to Government for women’s rights start at
Muzaffargarh

Launching ceremony of the ‘Institutional support to Government of Pakistan for
promoting human and women’s rights project’ was organized in district
Muzaffargarh, on 5 October 2016, attended by women, men, youth, district
administration representatives, provincial assembly members, police department,
academia, HRCP, and civil society organizations.
The launching ceremony was part of dynamic partnership of Aurat Foundation and
Oxfam who are working together for eliminating Gender Based Violence in Pakistan.
It was aimed raising awareness of social capital of district Muzaffargarh on Gender
Based Violence and mobilizing women, men, youth, CSOs, district administration
and bar association to jointly work for eliminating Gender Based Violence in the
district.
Ms. Komal Zahra, Secretary Resource Center, in her welcome address shared that
Aurat Foundation and OXFAM has initiated this project for raising awareness among
men, women and youth to work together for eliminating Gender Based Violence in
district Muzaffargarh. Mr. Anjum Rafique, Regional Program Coordinator, gave an
orientation of the project. He said that the project has also been started in districts
Rawalpindi and Kasur.
Ms. Mumtaz Mughal, Resident Director Aurat Foundation, was invited to share the
list of laws that provincial assembly Punjab has passed in recent years. Everybody has
the right to get education, basic health facilities and justice, she said.
Mr. Hammad Nawaz Khan, MPA – PKMLN, said that it is a good initiative and need
of the area. Domestic violence has become a custom in our society and women are
treated in-humanly. While no civil society allows this kind of criminal behaviour, he
said. He assured his full cooperation for the cause. Issues of women were manifested
through women songs, theatre, poetry, and speeches. In the end Ms. Huma Nawab,
Secretary Women Leaders Group, thanked all the participants for attending this
ceremony.
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4.

Advocacy, Awareness-Raising and Lobbying

Aurat Foundation is essentially an advocacy organisation that has established a wide
network around the whole country, lobbying and creating awareness around gender
related issues, including pro-women laws and women’s political participation. As an
organisation, we have also raised our voices against societal injustices, protesting
against the lack of State involvement to protect persecuted groups and marginalised
people. Below we showcase what we have worked towards, celebrations and protests
on causes and issues we hold close to our hearts and minds.

4.1

Aurat Foundation Lahore welcomes renowned Nepalese feminist,
Ms. Chandani Joshi

Aurat Foundation welcomed renowned Nepalese feminist and AF’s dear friend, Ms.
Chandani Joshi to the AF’s Lahore offices.
Ms. Joshi recollected her memories of working with Ms. Nigar Ahmad and Aurat
Foundation in the early 90s.
She recalled Nigar’s passion to help peasant women acquire knowledge of their rights
and take charge of the their financial and economic conditions. Ms. Joshi recalled
Nigar’s passion being turned into real action with the First National Haryali Peasant
Women Conference in November 3-4, 1991 and Second National Haryali Peasant
Women Conference in February 17-20, 1993, the first of their kind in Pakistan. The
conference allowed a chance and space for these women to discuss their discussed
their social, political, economic and environment issues and suggested solutions at the
community and government level. Chandani Joshi also recalled the memories of the
Peasant Women National Summit on Environment and Development 1991,
Katmandu, Nepal and the Regional Conference on Women and Environment in
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February 10-12, 1992.
She talked fondly of Shehla Zia and paid tribute to the commitment of both founding
members, Nigar and Shehla for their devotion and struggle towards women’s rights.
She also recollected fond personal memories of their personal friendship over these
years. Commenting on the status of women in Pakistan today, Ms. Joshi she said that
she believed that the country was heading in the right direction with legislation
coming into effect and the overall silence over these issues gradually ending.
Ms. Chandani Joshi played a great role for the women of Pakistan as well. Women in
Pakistan. She setup the first South Asian Regional United Nations Development Fund
for Women (UNIFEM) in Pakistan and India.
Besides a large number of Aurat Foundation’s Women Leaders present at the event,
Nigar Ahmad, herself was present at the occasion. Others included members of the
provincial assembly, members of civil society organisations and individual activists
and members of the media.

4.2

A Discriminatory social mind-set biggest hurdle in way of women’s
political participation

Discriminatory social mind-set is the biggest hurdle in the way of women political
participation which restricts their growth as true political leaders. The views were
expressed at the fifth four-day leadership Training of Trainers (ToT) workshop
organized by Aurat Foundation under Women Leaning Partnership (WLP). Women
community leaders from different parts of the country participated in the training that
was meant to build the capacity of women leaders so that they can utilize their
capabilities in building a truly democratic society.
The ToT was organized at a time when country prepares for the general elections
2018 and women make an integral part of this changing political situation and
emerging political institutions. Keeping this situation in mind, the training was
themed around characteristics of true democracy, functioning of democratic
institutions, importance of tolerance and dialogue in a democratic system and role of
true leader in the promotion and protection of democratic norms. The interactive
13

training
workshop
had
session based on the training
manuals developed by WLP
including Beyond Equality,
Leading
to
Choices,
Claiming our Rights and
Leading to a Culture of
Democracy. The objective
of the training was to build
the knowledge and training
capacity of facilitators who
will take this training further
into the community.
The participants used creative ways to bring the concepts of leadership, equality,
democracy and human rights under discussion. In one of the sessions, participants
analysed educational institutions and local bodies for being democratic or
undemocratic in their functioning and reached to a conclusion that institutions in
Pakistan are largely undemocratic in their functioning. They said that democratic
institutions are with equal opportunities, merit, justice, freedom of expression,
accountability, transparency and rule of law. “All these qualities are found missing in
the institutions of Pakistan,” said Kanwal Shauzab from PTI. Sadia Kamal from
media said that women are still unacceptable in leadership role in the society. “This
resistance increases at higher level especially in the case of political parties. We can
hardly find any women without family background of politics at higher level in the
political parties,” she said. The participants were of the opinion that those who can
think beyond themselves and can bring positive change in the lives of others are
leaders. The WLP’s, an international network of learning partnership, vision is to
achieve democratic and peaceful societies that embrace pluralism and tolerance and
are governed by gender-equitable norms, legislation, and policies that translate into
equal rights and equal levels of participation and decision-making for women and
men in the family, community, and politics.
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5. Support for Civil Society Organizations
Gender Equity Program - GEP is a grant-making programme being implemented in
collaboration with the Asia Foundation, funded by USAID. It will extend over 400
grants to civil society organizations and governmental gender entities. It has four key
objectives:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

women’s access to justice and human rights
women’s economic empowerment
combating gender-based violence, and
capacity-building of Pakistani organization.

Gender Equity Program achieved following outreach and mobilization targets:












1,956 women home based workers were mobilized
About 308 selected women home based workers were trained as master
trainers through a total of 30 Training of Trainers (TOTs)
12 Trade Facilitation Centres (TFCCs) were established in 12 districts to
facilitate women home based workers
14 advocacy activities sensitized 1,372 key stakeholders (725 women and 647
men)
41 Women workers conventions were organised in 15 districts of Pakistan.
6,475 women workers and 890 men workers also participated in these
conventions
1,762 women workers were sensitized about their rights through 62 trainings
219 women employer and 268 men employers were oriented about workers
laws and work environment in 25 sessions
378 women leaders were trained to take forward GEP objectives beyond GEP.
They have further reached out to 1898 women workers through 66 rollout
activities
14 district level networks established in 14 districts of Pakistan. In addition,
one District Women Protection Network was also established in Skardu, GB.
1,326 GBV survivors were provided services like shelters, psycho social
counselling, legal counselling, legal aid and helplines services.

In July 2014 Grant Cycle 7A was launched. A total of 27 sub-grants were awarded
under this grant cycle out of which 14 completed their performance period on 30
September, 2015.

5.1

GEP & FWBL Celebrated Independence Day 2016

Gender Equity Program (GEP) of Aurat
Foundation and First Women Bank
Limited
(FWBL)
celebrated
Independence Day in a ceremony held at
FWBL on 12 August, 2016. Chief of
Party, GEP, Ms. Simi Kamal and Ms.
Mahpara Shakil Ghori, Director
CB&EU,
FWBL,
attended
the
Ceremony.
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5.2

Lahore University of Management Sciences, Shaikh Ahmad Hassan
School of Law (LUMS, SAHSOL) signed an MoU

2 November 2016: Lahore University of Management Sciences, Shaikh Ahmad
Hassan School of Law (LUMS, SAHSOL) signed an MoU with Aurat Foundation on
November 2, 2016 at the LUMS Founders’ Room. Prof. Dr. S. Sohail H. Naqvi, Vice
Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Martin Lau, Dean of SAHSOL, attended the event on behalf of
LUMS, while Aurat Foundation was represented by Ms. Mumtaz Mughal, Resident
Director Aurat Foundation, Ms. Hasna Cheema, Deputy Programe Manager GEP,
Provincial Manager AAWAZ Voice and Accountability Programme, Mr. Anjum
Rafiq, Regional Coordinator LISTEN and ICSWDD Programme.

The MOU attempts to create training for of SAHSOL students and other research
work, which includes:
a.

b.
c.

To provide students with internship/externship opportunities (that are full
supervised and certified) in order to develop a specialist knowledge transfer
across AF and SAHSOL;
To collaborate on awareness raising sessions together; and
To collaborate on originating, designing and submitting research and policy
grant applications, especially on the topics of human rights, law and gender.

Aurat Foundation and LUMS are assured that this important step will add towards
gender mainstreaming and add to the debate of women’s empowerment.

5.3

Rich tributes paid to Nigar

Glowing tributes were paid to late Nigar Ahmad, the founder of Aurat Foundation and
one of the pioneers of Women's Action Forum with passionate vows to continue her
mission of establishing a peaceful, tolerant, just and caring society at a remembrance
ceremony on Thursday. Nigar Ahmad passed away on 24 February, 2017 in Lahore.
Organised by the Aurat Foundation, the ceremony was attended by people from all
walks of life, including foreign dignitaries, political leaders, academicians and
members of various minority communities from all over the country.
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The event started with the screening of a short video about Nigar's life and her
journey towards becoming one of the leading voices for the emancipation of women
and the pioneering founder of the women's movement in Pakistan. The screening was
followed by the small speeches from those who worked closely with Nigar.
A number of speakers, some in tears, spoke about Nigar's revolutionary ideas and
described her as the visionary feminist leader of women's rights movement in
Pakistan and South Asia. She was remembered as the torchbearer of change and
development for poor and vulnerable sections of the society.
For her co-workers, family and close friends, Nigar's extraordinarily kind, humble and
caring approach was the best part of her personality where as her students and coworkers praised her intellect, selflessness and pain for the vulnerable.
I.A Rehman, legendary human rights activist, spoke about Nigar's real understanding
that change is only possible through the emancipation of women. "Nigar strongly
believed in this and this was visible through her life long struggle through Aurat
Foundation," he said.
Tahira Abdullah, well-known rights activist, said Nigar was Pakistan's quintessential
renaissance woman. She spoke about Nigar's commitment to rural, poor women,
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particularly labourers. She ended her tribute with a poem by Faiz Ahmed Faiz, often
recited by Nigar. Ubaidullah Chaudary, a close friend and previous colleague of
Nigar's at AF, described Nigar as a complete human being.
Istaqbal Mehdi, a friend from Nigar's government college days, spoke about Nigar's
student days and her love for life, heated discourse, defiant nature, cricket and her
insatiable desire to change the world. Dr. Alia Khan, professor Qauid-e-Azam, a
student of Nigar's spoke about her time with Nigar as a teacher and mentor and how
she encouraged her to become an academic activist.
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Anis Haroon, ex-chairperson NCSW, spoke about Nigar's warm and ever giving
personality that she applied to her work till the end of her life. She spoke about how
Nigar's vision is seen today in AF and the best way to pay tribute to her life would be
keep struggling for the things we believe in.
Kishwar Naheed, well known poet, paid tribute to her dear friend with an ode that
spoke of Nigar's belief, commitment and struggle for the people of Pakistan and their
emancipation. Alia Mirza, feminist poet and dear friend of Nigar's spoke about the
love and encouragement Nigar showed to her friends and ensured that others always
realised their full potential. Naheed Aziz, activist and well-known professional, said
that along with Nigar's passion for women's rights, she was also passionate about
children's rights and mobilised a huge protest in Lahore in the 1980s, when AF was
newly formed, to raise awareness around the rights of children.
Shohiab Sultan, AF board member and initiators of the Agha Khan Rural Support
Programme spoke emotionally of Nigar's life and commitment towards which she
worked to the end of her life. Masooma Hassan, President of the Board of Governors,
AF, begun by saying that Nigar's life should be celebrated. She also highlighted how
the working culture of AF has always carried Nigar's belief in a caring work
environment.
Earlier, Naeem Mirza, AF's Chief Operating Officer, begun the session by welcoming
all the people that gathered to pay tribute to Nigar. He started by giving a brief
background as to how Nigar Ahmad and Shela Zia founded Aurat Foundation.
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Younus Khalid, Chief Policy and Strategy Officer, AF, spoke of his first interaction
with Nigar, her inspiring leadership skills and her commitment and devotion to all
staff members. Mehnaz Rehman, Shabina Khan, Mumtaz Mughal, directors AF,
moderated the session, each giving their personal account of their interaction with
Nigar as a friend and colleague. Saima Munir, of AF, spoke of Nigar as a diligent and
tough but also caring boss and friend.
Nigar's son Bilal Siddiqui said that if one wanted to really understand his mother, it
was to emphasis the one quality which she believed and carried with her in her
personal and professional life that being a caring person and working towards a caring
society is the only way to change the world.
Kate, her daughter in law, took to the stage and spoke passionately about Nigar's
personal attributes of generosity and affectionate nature. Kate said Nigar never treated
her like a daughter in law and always encouraged her career. She said the country and
the world would be a better place if Nigar's message, in terms of public policy and her
personality and interaction with people, was promoted and followed by more people.
Nigar's drivers, personal assistants, and those personalities from all over the country
that she interacted with, both professionally and personally, recalled fondly memories
they had of Nigar, her work and her positive impact on their personal life. The
evening was sombre, filled with memories to cherish a pioneering personality but it
was also reflective and inspiring.
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5.4

Rights activist and editor of Legislative Watch passes away

Wasim Wagha was an integral part
of the AF team, having joined the
organisation since September 2003.
He was the longest serving coeditor of this newsletter. His
contributions
and
intuitive
understanding were exceptionally
valuable and made the newsletter
richer and ever more relevant.
Wasim completed a masters in
Siraiki language in Islamia
University, Bahawalpur in 1998.
He also studied for an M.Sc from
South Bank University, London in
1994. Wasim had extensive
research experience and insight
into indigenous riverine people,
particularly challenges faced by
women and other vulnerable
people. He was also an expert in
local
languages
and
their
importance towards empowerment
and awareness. He was a true rights
activist, who independent of his job, was always present and vocal on the rights of the
deprived section of society. He was the son of prominent and senior Siraiki scholar
and linguist, Dr. Ahsan Wagha.
Wasim worked across various projects at AF, supporting numerous programmes and
providing timely insights and advice. His most recent post was manager resource
centre. His love for the books and documents in the AF library was inspiring for all at
AF. He was a source of great knowledge, which he passed on to other CSOs, students
and the media.
Apart from his professional high standards, Wasim was one of the most loved
colleagues at AF. He was humble, sincere and kind beyond words and a true example
to those around him. He was a wonderful father to his children and a great friend and
mentor to have around.
He was well known in the development sector as a progressive and budding
professional and at AF as a wise and kind person. His death, after a sudden and short
illness, has left all his friends at AF devastatingly sad and with a great void to fill.
He will be greatly missed.
Wasim has left behind his wife, Shazia, who is a teacher at a private school, his two
children, both his parents and sisters. Khuda Hafiz Wasim (1971 - 2016).
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Chapter Six

Research and Publications
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6

Research and Publications

As the organization’s full name suggests -Aurat Publication and Information Service
Foundation - we are committed to publication and wide dissemination of material in
order to create awareness among women and men regarding the rights of women and
girls. In addition to raising awareness, the aim of publishing and dissemination of
advocacy flyers and posters is to help create awareness around fundamental human
rights and create a demand from ordinary citizens to fight for change. Every year and
under every project AF publishes vast amounts of literature ranging from basic
information for grassroots level communities, analysis of relevant laws, women’s
political participation to socio-economic issues that relate to women. Amongst our
research we include date on reported cases of violence against women.
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Keeping in view the elections and other social issues poster, booklets, manuals,
pamphlets, CDs and stickers are published and widely shared to highlight the
importance of various issues.

The IEC material is disseminated among participants of various project related
activities. These have also been distributed among district partners, local and
provincial governments, civil society organisations, community based organisations
in 30 (LISTEN) project districts. This material was also distributed to AF district
offices, AAWAZ Agahi centres, where a huge number of community members visit
and receive information.
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6.1

Legislative Watch Newsletter

Issue number 45 covered the period May–November 2015 - 2016 and was published
in both English and Urdu. It contains the following articles:
The Punjab Protection of Women Against Violence Act 2016: A Critique (Benazir
Jatoi)
Analysis of the 2016 Honour Crimes amendment Act and the Anti-rape Amendment
Act 2016 (Benazir Jatoi)
Changes to the Punjab Land Revenue Act 1967 (AF correspondent)
Justice to Justice in Pakistan: Issues and Impediments (AF correspondent)
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AF & Civil Society in Media
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Annual Report

